Abstract. The majority of fast radio bursts (FRBs) are poorly localised, hindering their potential scientific yield as galactic, intergalactic, and cosmological probes. LOFT-e, a digital backend for the U.K.'s e-MERLIN seven-telescope interferometer will provide commensal search and real-time detection of FRBs, taking full advantage of its field of view (FoV), sensitivity, and observation time. Upon burst detection, LOFT-e will store raw data offline, enabling the sub-arcsecond localisation provided by e-MERLIN and expanding the pool of localised FRBs. The high-time resolution backend will additionally introduce pulsar observing capabilities to e-MERLIN.
Introduction
A decade since their initial discovery (Lorimer et al. 2007) , tens of FRBs (millisecondduration bursts, presumably of extragalactic origin) exist in literature †. A large future population of FRBs with known redshifts presents exciting opportunities for extragalactic and cosmological astronomy: potentially probing the distribution of matter in the halos of galaxy clusters (McQuinn, 2014) , measuring intergalactic magnetic fields, and providing alternative ways to determine cosmological parameters (Macquart et al. 2015) . However, the majority of single-dish-detected FRBs are unconstrained within large (typically arcminute) beams. This places limitations on our ability to determine FRB distances, redshifts, and other parameters, thereby reducing their potential scientific yield. The LOFT-e project is a commensal e-MERLIN backend which will continuously search for FRBs during regular observations, storing suitable candidates for further processing and localisation. This will expand the pool of localised FRBs, taking full advantage of e-MERLIN's field of view (FoV), sensitivity, and observation time.
LOFT-e Overview
An overview of e-MERLIN's equipment, L-band specifications, and our expectations regarding detection of FRBs with LOFT-e can be found in Table 1 . The e-MERLIN array † See FRBcat : http://frbcat.org/ 2 C. R. H. Walker et al. Table 1 . Overview of e-MERLIN equipment and specifications relevant to LOFT-e, and our expectations regarding FRB detection. At maximum capacity, LOFT-e is capable of accepting 12 dual-polarisation data streams from six dishes (2 ×64 MHz bandwidth streams per dish). The streams are routed to three computing nodes for real-time processing using two GPUs per node. Upon completion LOFT-e will capture each data stream in parallel in short data buffers, the timeseries data will be digitally channelised, and the resulting filterbanks dedispersed in parallel and searched for single pulses via matched-filter transient searching algorithms. These filterbanks will be subjected to anticoincidence RFI mitigation techniques: pulses found in less than N dishes will be considered RFI and discarded. If significant pulses are found, their raw baseband data will be stored offline for further processing and FRB localisation. When fully deployed, LOFT-e will piggyback standard e-MERLIN observations, allowing for FRB searches without disruption or drain of regular science operations. We expect to search ∼1690 hours of L-band data per year, based on 220 days total e-MERLIN on-sky time distributed in a ratio 40:40:20 L:C:K band. From this we expect ∼1 FRB detection and localisation per 400 hours, based on the current best-estimate FRB rates (7,000 -10,000 FRBs sky −1 day −1 (Champion et al. 2016) ).
Current Status

